Conversion of Escherichia coli cell-produced metabolic energy into electric form.
The formation of membrane potential in energized E. coli cells has been investigated by means of ionic penetrants. The fluxes of anions and cations in opposite directions have been observed: anions moved out and cations moved into the cells. The energy-linked uptake of cations was stoichiometrically coupled with the outflow of H+ ions from the cells. The value of a membrane potential in the energized cells calculated from a distribution of permanent cations was in the range of -140 mV (inside minus). The uptake of penetrating cations by deenergized cells has been observed following the non-enzymatic generation of a membrane potential. The influx of synthetic and natural (lactose) penetrants collapsed the non-enzymatic membrane potential. The effect of lactose was sensitive to N-ethyl maleimide. These results are in favour of the conception that in the energized E. coli cells an energy-linked H+-pump generates a membrane potential which is a driving force for the transport of synthetic and some natural penetrants.